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PLANNING AND DESIGN OF TAUNSA
BARRAGE REHABILITATION PROJECT
1.

S.M.A. Zaidi1, M. Akram Khan2 & Saif ur Rehman3
SYNOPSIS

Barrages have a pivotal role in providing sustained irrigation supplies to
millions of acres of fertile lands in the country and specially Punjab Province. Eight
(8) out of fourteen (14) Barrages in Punjab including Taunsa Barrage being 50 to
117 years old were suffering from serious problems threatening their overall
integrity/stability.
Taunsa Barrage located on Indus River at about 39 km south of Taunsa
Sharif town and 16 km north west of Kot Adu was constructed from 1954-1958 to
provide weir controlled irrigation supplies to originally flood fed areas on both
banks of the river alongwith some new lands in Thal desert area. This Barrage
serves 2.351 million acres (951,400 hectares) besides diverting flows from Indus
River to the Chenab River through Taunsa Panjnad (TP) Link Canal. The barrage
also serves as an arterial road bridge, a railway bridge, and crossing for gas and oil
pipelines, telephone line and EHV transmission lines.
Taunsa Barrage soon after its completion in 1958 ran into multiple problems
like oblique right sided river approach to the barrage causing heavy siltation in DG
Khan canal with reduction in its capacity, excessive retrogression of water levels on
the downstream, damage to stilling basin floor, breakdown of subsurface flow
monitoring system and defects developing in mechanical installations.
Extensive repairs were executed during 1959-62 but problems persisted.
Punjab Government constituted committees of experts in 1966 and 1973 but no
specific measures, were taken to address the problems that continued to aggravate.
Evaluation by Consultants engaged to review health of the barrage indicated
the need for major rehabilitation works after a regular feasibility study. An Expert
Group recommended some major rehabilitation works in 1999 to obviate sudden
collapse of this key structure of paramount importance.
A feasibility study was completed in June-July 2004 for this project titled
“Taunsa Barrage Emergency Rehabilitation and Modernization Project”
The World Bank indicated their willingness in April 2004 to finance the
Project. Consequently the Taunsa Barrage Rehabilitation Project was put on fast
track and implemented from June 2005 to December 2008.
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Project Manager, Punjab Barrages Consultants & Associate, National Development Consultants

2

Head Design Engineer, Punjab Barrages Consultants
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This paper presents the history of Taunsa Barrage, the problems, their
impacts, proposed remedial measures, design of works and financial and economic
analysis results for the project, for sharing the issues and experiences with
professional colleagues.

2.

INTRODUCTION

Barrages play a pivotal role in providing sustained irrigation supplies to
millions of acres of fertile land in the country and specially Punjab Province.
Several Barrages are suffering from aging, hydraulic, structural and
sedimentation/retrogression problems. Some Barrages and Headworks including
Taunsa were endangered by multitude of problems and their overall stability was
threatened.

2.1

Background and History of the Taunsa Barrage Project

Taunsa Barrage Project was initially conceived in 1936 and after passing
through many vicissitudes was sanctioned in 1953. Construction also commenced
the same year. The project was commissioned in 1958 and formally inaugurated in
March 1959. The evolutionary history of the project is very interesting and provides
extremely useful information to the staff managing and operating this complex
structure.

2.2

The Taunsa Barrage

The Taunsa Barrage, built across Indus River is located at about 16 Km from
Kot Addu, a Tehsil head quarter of Muzaffargarh District, with location coordinates
of 30º 31’ N 70º 51’ E. The Barrage as originally constructed has 65 bays with a total
width of 4,346 ft between the abutments. Width of each bay is 60 ft except for bay
No. 8 which is 22 ft wide and serves as navigation lock. Bays No. 9 to 61 constitute
main weir and there are two sets of undersluices separated from the weir by two
divide walls at left and right flanks bays No. 1 to 7 and 62 to 65. The Barrage has 2
fish ladders each 11 ft wide alongside each divide wall.
The canal system fed by the Barrage initially consisted of Muzaffargarh and
DG Khan canals. The former was completed in 1960 and is in operation since then,
while the latter although opened in 1958 continued to remain under construction in
some later years. TP Link canal was added in 1970, as a component work of the
Indus Basin project
Taunsa Barrage is the most important barrage amongst those built across
the mighty Indus and its tributaries as it commands large areas in Punjab and
Balochistan provinces. Three canals namely Muzaffargarh, DG Khan and TP Link
canals off-take from this Barrage. Muzaffargarh and TP Link canals are on the left
flank of the Barrage while DG Khan is on the right flank. Also recent construction
of head regulator of Kachhi canal on right flank will enable a withdrawal of 6000
cusecs for irrigation of Kachhi plain in Balochistan. TP Link canal conveys Indus
River water to the Chenab River to supplement irrigation in Panjnad Barrage
command area during shortage period. Figure 1-5 shows general layout of the
Taunsa Barrage Irrigation System.
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Figure 1: Downstream View of the Barrage

Figure 2: Upstream View of the Barrage
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Figure 3: Location plan of the Barrage

Figure 4: Layout of the Barrage
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Figure 5: General layout of Taunsa Barrage Irrigation System.
Table 1 gives discharges, Cultivable Command Areas (CCA) and Districts
irrigated by Taunsa Barrage Canals. Total Command Area of the Barrage is now
2,351,175 acres excluding Kachhi Canal Coammand and Punjnad Command
benefited through T.P. Link in shortage periods.
Table 1 – Discharge, CCA & Districts Commanded by Taunsa Barrage Canals
Sr
#

Name of
Canals

CCA
(Acres)

Length
(Km)

1

Muzaffargarh

940,000

113

2

DG Khan

1,285,000

105

3

2.3

TP Link

126,000

62

District
Muzaffargarh,
Layyah
DG Khan,
Rajanpur
Muzaffargarh,
Balawalpur,
Rahimyar
Khan

Designed
Discharge
(Cusec)

Remarks

8,901
i) present
day 11,540
12,000

Final 14,500
Rangpur canal and
supplement as
supplies to Panjnad
Command

Functions of the Barrage
The functions of a conventional Barrage are:
1.

Raising water level in the river to an extent required for feeding the
off-taking canals;

2.

Pinning down the river at one location and to facilitate transportation
needs;

3.

Regulation and control of the river flows.
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But Taunsa Barrage is more than a conventional Barrage as It provides the
following:
i.

Irrigation facilities to areas in Muzaffargarh, DG Khan and Rajanpur
Districts (2.35 million acres);

ii.

Accommodates a trans Indus rail road crossing for direct rail link
between Kot Adu on the left bank and DG Khan, Rajanpur and
Kashmore on the right bank of Indus River;

iii.

a.

A Class 70/AA loading Arterial Road Bridge;

b.

A 16 inch dia high pressure pipeline owned by PARCO for
conveying petroleum products from Karachi to the up country
storage at Mahmood Kot terminal.

c.

A 16 inch dia high pressure natural gas pipeline conveying
natural gas from Dhodak gas field to KAPCO and serviceable
areas.

Facilitates two single span EHV transmission lines crossings.

Taunsa Barrage is thus a truly multipurpose complex see Figures 5 & 6.

Figure 6: Transport and Energy Infrastructure Accommodated by the Barrage
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Salient Features and Data
Table 2: Original Design Data of Taunsa Barrage
Maximum flood discharge

1,000,000 Cusecs

Normal Pond level upstream

446.0

Highest flood level upstream & emergency pond level

447.0

Highest flood level downstream

444.0

Left Undersluice (Bay No. 1 to 7)

7 No. of 60 ft. span each

Right Undersluice (Bays No. 62 to 65)

4 No. of 60 ft. span each

Weir (Bays No. 9 to 61)

53 No. of 60 ft. span each

Navigation Lock Channel (Bays No. 8)

1 No. of 22 ft. width

Fish ladders

2 No. of 11 ft. width each

Width of pier and divide walls

7 ft. each

Total width between flanks

4346 ft.

Crest RL in the undersluice Bays and navigation Bay

425.0

Crest RL in the weir Bays

428.0

upstream floor RL in the undersluices

419.0

upstream floor RL in the weir

421.0

downstream floor RL in the undersluice

415.0

downstream floor RL in the weir

416.0

Depth of sheet piles
i)

Upstream

15 ft.

ii)

Middle (toe of glacis)

15 ft.

End of floor

20 ft.

iii)

Total length of impervious floor
i)

Undersluice Bays

238 ft.

ii)

Weir Bays

233 ft.

Number of pressure pipes installed

541 against 579 designed

Road bridge (width for wheeled traffic)

24 ft.

(width of footpaths on left and right
Top RL of Road bridge

6 ft. each
457.0
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Bottom RL of bridge girders

452.0

Top RL of decking of overhead bridge

500.0

Crest RL of off-taking canals

433.0

FSLs in the canals

444.0

Number of canal regulator Bays
i)

Muzaffargarh Canal

5 No. of 24 ft. each

ii)

D.G. Khan Canal

7 No. of 24 ft. each

T.P. Link Canal

7 No. of 24 ft. each

iii)

downstream floor RL. In the canals
i)

Muzaffargarh Canal

430.15

ii)

D.G Khan

431.35

T.P. Link Canal

428.16

iii)

Table 3: Brief data of Original Gates and Gearings of the Barrage

53

Dimension of gates
(ft)
61.67 ft. x 19 ft. high

Stoney

Length of ropes
Gates
Roller trains
51’-1”
50’-1”

11
11

61.67 x 14 high
61.67 x 8 . high

Stoney
Stoney

75’-1133/4” 51’-23/8”
59’-93/4”
58’76/8”

Lock gates
Upstream
dowstream

1
1

23.67 x 22 high
23.67 x 32 high

Stoney
Stoney

59’-93/4”
65’-41/2”

54’-105/8”
53’-83/4”

H/R of canals
DGK canal
MZG canal
T.P. Link

7
5
7

25.67 x13.50 high
25.67 x13.50. high
25.67 x 30.50 high

Stoney
Stoney
F. wheel

44’-6”
44’-6”

39’
39’
nil

Particulars
Weir Bays
Undersluices
Upper
Lower

2.4

Nos

Types

Brief History of Problems and Need for the Project

The Barrage soon after its construction in 1958 started experiencing multiple
problems of:
i.
ii.

Tendency of river to revert to its old course on the right with a severe
curvilinear approach and risk of outflanking
Excessive sedimentation in the D. G. Khan canal
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iii.

Ripping off reinforced skin concrete of the downstream floor

iv.

Damage to friction blocks thereby adversely affecting the efficiency of
the structure

v.

Excessive retrogression of downstream water levels forcing limitation
on head across and creating energy dissipation problem

vi.

Choking and malfunctioning of large number of pressure pipes, i.e.
breakdown of monitoring system

vii.

Defects in the hoisting mechanism and other mechanical installations.

Some repairs to the downstream skin concrete and friction blocks were
carried out as early as in 1959, only a year after the commissioning followed by
extensive repairs in subsequent years. After the repairs of 1962, it was thought that
the problem was finally over. But, it was not. More recently, damages were repaired
in 1986, 1994, 1998 and 2003 (Table 4 gives a year wise details of damages
sustained by the Barrage.
Table 4: Year Wise Serious Damages at Taunsa Barrage
Sr.
No.

Year

Location of Damage

1.

1959

Various Bays

2.

1960-61

Various Bays

3.

1962

Various Bays

4.

1963-64

Bays No. 9, 10, 32,
35, 40 & 51

5.

1965-70

Various Bays

6.

1973-82

Various Bays

7.

1986-95

Various Bays

8.

19962003

Bay No. 33-35

Nature of Damage
90 No. Impact Blocks
8 No. Deflector Blocks
Skin Concrete of Bay # 9
9 No. Impact Blocks
2 No. Deflector Blocks
Entire skin concrete of the downstream floor
damaged
18 No. Impact Blocks
Weir Portion Skin
Downstream Floor heavily grouted
Skin concrete damaged at various places
21 No. Impact Blocks
9 No. Deflector Blocks
1 No. Deflector
6 No Impact blocks
RC Skin Concrete in several bays
30 No. Deflector Blocks RC skin in undersluices
and weir portions in several bays
2 No. Deflector Blocks
2 No. Impact Blocks
Skin Concrete of Bays No. 41-42 (twice) and
several other bays
Downstream Glacis skin in several bays
Bay No. 33-35-40-41-Entire RC skin concrete
39 Deflector slabs and RC skin in several bays
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SPECIAL COMMITTEE REPORTS
Special Committee of 1966

Secretary Irrigation and Power Department (IPD), Government of Punjab
during 1966 appointed a special committee of officers (known as First Taunsa
Committee) to look into the problems of Taunsa Barrage. This committee in their
report dated November 1966 remarked that at least up to 500,000 cusecs stage, the
worst of retrogression was already over yet stressed the necessity of determining
the lower hydraulic jump limit curves from model studies.

3.2
i)

Comprehensive Studies by Field Officers
First Report 1967

A comprehensive study of the problem was undertaken by the field officers
during 1967. All the data from 1954 to 1966 was analyzed and a report issued in
June 1967. This report concluded that:
Design gauge discharge curve deduced by Irrigation Research Institute (IRI)
and adopted for design had erred both in the assumption of minimum gauge
discharge relationship and the magnitude of retrogression. Hydraulic jump on the
main weir profile could be retained by the blocks only up to a discharge of 560,000
cusecs as determined by the minimum gauge-discharge relationship of 1966.
Stilling basin was unsafe beyond the limits indicated above and serious
consequences in the shape of damage to blocks and downstream protection were
anticipated. It was recommended that, some remedial measures need to be
implemented for safety of the Barrage.
ii)

Second Report, 1967

The 2nd report issued on September 9, 1967 after carrying out model studies
at Taunsa Barrage stated that the safe discharge capacity of the Barrage for 1966
gauges was 560,000 cusecs and discharge in excess of this limit would cause
damages on the downstream side whose extent would depend on the magnitude and
duration of the flood. This report also proposed construction of a subsidiary weir
about 1000 ft downstream of the Barrage gate line. The proposal was presented to
an elite gathering of I&P Deptt officers, who agreed in principle, but somehow this
proposal could not be implemented.
iii)

IRI Report 1968 VS Field Officers View

Director IRI Lahore in his Technical report No. 614/HYD/1968 did not agree
with the findings of the field officers and concluded that Taunsa Barrage had
withstood the maximum retrogression that was likely to occur and accretionary
trend had already set in. In November 1969, another note depicting the views of
field officers on various issues contained in the note by the Director IRI was
submitted wherein it was maintained that the safe capacity of the barrage was no
more than 500,000 cusecs and that there had been no reversal in retrogression
cycle. They maintained that IRI had again erred in assuming that extrapolation of
the envelope would be a curve. They emphasized that the envelope based on semi
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log plot should essentially be a straight line. IRI was requested to provide the
equations for the curve which was not done. The field officers also did not agree on
the revised proposal of IRI envisaging construction of two spurs one on each bank
downstream of the Barrage to constrict the waterway. During 1959, similar spurs
were proposed at Khanki to reduce accretion on the downstream.
iv)

Report of 1973 Committee

With the above differences of opinion and controversy about retrogression
unresolved, another Committee was constituted by Secretary IPD in 1973. The
Committee recommended converting the downstream row of friction blocks into a
baffle wall. Consequently, Bay Nos. 37 to 44 of the main weir were selected and
instead of constructing a baffle wall, the spaces between the blocks of the
downstream row of blocks were filled with stone in wire crates that disintegrated
during the very first flow it experienced and the proposal of baffle wall remained
untested. Nevertheless, 1979 was yet another bad year and established that the
stipulation was an optimism.

3.3

Report of Expert Group on Taunsa Barrage, July 1999

Secretary, IPD in May 1999, again constituted, a group of experts to probe
into problems of the Barrage: The main recommendations made by the group were:
i.

A rigid subsidiary weir is the most effective and viable solution for
mitigating the ill effects of retrogression of levels.

ii.

Pressure pipes provided under the barrage structure are mostly out of
order and those few in working condition have no significance for the
sensitive and most important downstream floor area. Addition of
conventional pressure pipes and vibrating wire (electronic) peizometers
in selected bays/components of the barrage is a vital requirement.

iii.

A silt excluder is definitely needed in the right pocket to control the silt
entry into D.G. Khan Canal.

iv.

The mechanical components i.e. Regulation Gates and Hoisting
arrangements need immediate attention and rehabilitation / improvements.

It was also suggested that all the above recommendations need further
investigation and studies, through an independent third party.

3.4

Evaluation Report on Safety of Taunsa Barrage by Consultants (June 1998)

The IPD appointed a group of Consultants to evaluate the safety of Barrages and
important canal structures including Taunsa Barrage. The Consultants for Taunsa
Barrage maintained that the Barrage was unsafe and needed remedial measures.

3.5

Feasibility Study of Taunsa Barrage Project

The IPD acquired the services of a Consultants’ JV for preparation of
feasibility study report for Taunsa Barrage project.
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3.5.1 Problems Identified by the Feasibility Study
Taunsa Barrage soon after its commissioning in 1958 ran into multitude of
problems, which multiplied with passage of time. Then, a stage reached that
indicated that the Barrage could collapse at any time, This, God forbid, would have
resulted in; stoppage of irrigation water supply to 2,350,000 acres of fertile land and
drinking water supply to about 6 million people and their live stock served by
Taunsa Barrage canal systems; disruption of rail road traffic across the Indus;
destruction of oil and gas pipe lines supported by the Barrage piers; etc. Thus
problems to be solved included:
Retrogression of levels on the downstream and resulting problem of
jump washout and energy dissipation
Subsurface flow problems and separation of foundation alluvium
Repeated damages to impact blocks, deflection blocks and skin
concrete
Excessive sediment entry into DG Khan canal, silt ejector failure, and
consequent feeding problems
Fish ladder inefficiency
The flared out walls – inefficient drainage
Defects in regulation gates & gearings, causing multiple operational
hazards
General aging effects

4.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The main objectives of the Project were to take urgent steps to prevent an
impending failure of Taunsa Barrage
The World Bank helped launch the “Taunsa Barrage Emergency
Rehabilitation and Modernization Project” in May 2005 to achieve the aforesaid
objectives and assist Punjab IPD in overcoming the problems associated with
Taunsa Barrage.

5.

SURVEYS AND INVESTIGATIONS FOR TAUNSA BARRAGE PROJECT

Taunsa Barrage being in operation for last five decades a wealth of information
was available with the operators i.e. IPD. Only necessary and limited surveys and
investigations had to be carried out for feasibility and project planning stages.

5.1

Surveys
5.1.1 Topographic Survey

The cross-sectional surveys of the Barrage carried out during January to
March 2004 are listed below:
i.
ii.

Detailed topo survey map 500 ft upstream and 1500 ft downstream of
Barrage.
X-sections through Barrage bays No 11, 24, 37, 51 and 64.
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iii.

X-sections on the upstream side at RDs 0+000, 0+033, 0+098, 0+230,
0+361 and 0+492.

iv.

Observed x-sections on the downstream side at RDs 0+085, 0+135,
0+177, 0+194, 0+243, 0+308, 0+374, 0+440, 0+570, 0+700, 0+900,
1+000, 1+200 and 1+500.

In addition to above, x-sections were also observed at RDs 1+000, 1+500,
2+000 and 2+500 downstream of the Barrage gate line,

5.1.2 Hydrological Data Acquisition and Analysis
Hydrological data comprising peak annual discharges for the period 1958
(Barrage commissioning date) to 2003 was collected and subjected to probability
analysis with Gumbel’s EV-1 distribution model which yielded the following figures
for probable maximum discharges for various return periods:
Return Period (Years)

Probable Maximum Discharges (Cusecs)

2.33

462,700

10

616,000

50

767,400

100

831,500

200

895,300

The barrages are normally designed for a return period of 100 years, which in
this case comes to 831,500 cusecs. Since Taunsa Barrage has never experienced the
designed discharge of 1,000,000 cusecs (max. recorded in Barrage life of 50 years
was 760,000 cusecs), the issue was discussed in the Design Review Committee of
IPD and it was decided that the original capacity (Designed) of the barrage should
not be compromised and hence the discharge for design of project/rehabilitation
works was adopted as 1,000,000 cusecs.

5.1.3 Hydrographic Survey
Consultants survey team carried out detailed survey of the Barrage
proximities both upstream and downstream and verified the survey already done by
Taunsa Barrage Division Staff in other reaches (further up and down). Verification
of survey plans prepared by the IPD was also done by comparison with (Land Sat –
7ETM) satellite images duly digitized and vector layers prepared by Geographic
Information System (GIS) analysis. Unnecessary details were not picked up to save
on time because the project was designated to be implemented on emergent fast
track basis.

5.2

Geotechnical Investigations

The properties of alluvium supporting the subsidiary weir were determined
with samples from 5 boreholes each 50 ft deep, and grain size analysis, Atterberg
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Limits, Standard Penetration Test (SPT) and Direct Sheer were determined by
Soilcon Laboratory. The alluvium was found to be fine sand, non cohesive, and gave
good SPT values which indicated safe bearing capacities of over 1.5 tons/psf at RL
415.0, 2.5 tons/psf at RL 408.0 and over 3 tons/psf at RL 397.0 which is the bottom
level of sub-weir concrete. The required value was 1.5 tons/sft. More over prescribed
values of compaction having been kept as 95% modified AASHTO specifications, no
problem could be expected. Three borehole logs for the river bed portion of the prism
appear in Annex-A, sheet 1 to 3 of 12.

5.3

Geophysical Investigations

Based on site conditions, electrical resistivity (horizontal profiling), gravity
and shallow seismic refraction surveys were carried out to:
Delineate the voids and channels below concrete mass of downstream
floor of the Barrage.
Assess the extent of the voids and channels underneath, including
their shape and size
The above mentioned surveys were conducted during annual canal closure of
Rabi 2003-04 for the following locations on downstream floor of the Barrage:
Right undersluice Pocket - Bay No. 62-65
Left undersluice Pocket Bay No. 1-7
Main weir Bays No. 36-39
Snapshots of Geophysical Surveying in stilling basin of Right Undersluice
appear in Figures 7, 8 & 9.

Figure 7: Electrical Resistivity Survey in progress in downstream
right undersluices
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Figure 8: Gravity Survey in progress in downstream right undersluices

Figure 9: Shallow Seismic Refraction Survey in progress in downstream
right undersluices

5.3.1 Results of Geophysical Investigations
i.

Interpretation of data collected from downstream floor of right
undersluices indicated presence of cavities/channels under the
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structure. Also higher resistivity suggested the existence of coarsegrained material or voids/cavities at certain locations in downstream
right undersluices.
ii.

iii.

5.4

In the stilling basin of Bays No. 36-39, geophysical survey indicated
presence of poor quality of concrete and presence of cavities/channels
in the subsoil just below the concrete mass.
The stilling basin of left undersluice gave similar but worse results.

Confirmatory Drilling

In order to verify the results of geophyscial investigations, confirmatory
drilling was carried out during March - April 2004. Conventional method of drilling
was adopted and 5 boreholes were drilled, at three locations where electrical
resistivity (horizontal profiling), gravity and shallow seismic refraction surveys had
been conducted in January 2004. Figure 10 shows snaps of confirmatory drilling at
site.

Photograph # 5: Confirmatory drilling in Progress at D/S Right Under Sluice, Taunsa Barrage.

Photograph # 2: Confirmatory (Ground Truthing) drilling in Progress at D/S Right Under Sluice, Taunsa Barrage.

Photograph # 1: Preparation for confirmatory drilling at D/S Right Under Sluice, Taunsa Barrage.

Photograph # 3: Another view of confirmatory drilling in Progress at D/S Right Under Sluice, Taunsa Barrage. (Bay # 36)

Figure 10: Brief Results of confirmatory drilling

5.4.1 Brief Results of confirmatory drilling
i.

While drilling on the downstream of right undersluice, it was observed
that the rate of penetration was much faster than cutting of a well
graded cement concrete, thus confirming existence of poor quality
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concrete. The first one-foot was drilled in only 55 minutes. The
concrete floor was penetrated up to a depth of 2’- 6”.

6.
6.1

ii.

While Drilling in downstream floor in front of Bay No. 36, the rate of
penetration increased drastically, after a depth of 2 ft unacceptable for
concrete. Rate of penetration in alluvium below the concrete was 1 ft
per minute showing loosely filled pockets or cavities. Drilling through
the first 5 ft of mass concrete was accomplished in only 100 minutes, at
an average rate of 20 minutes per ft, depicting poor quality of concrete.

iii.

In Bay # 5, 1’-5” of mass concrete was drilled in only 3 minutes and
fresh river water with sand started to spew out at an approximate
discharge of 1 to 1.5 cusec. This indicated that a sizable cavity had
developed in the concrete mass and connected to base alluvium.
Considering the situation further drilling was stopped, pipe casing was
installed to balance the water head and borehole was then plugged
with epoxy cement, sand and aggregate mixture.

RETROGRESSION AND TAIL WATER RATING CURVE
Retrogression

Taunsa Barrage had to be located at an un-gauged site. The original gauge
discharge relationship for design of Taunsa Barrage was determined on the basis of
the minimum gauges recorded at Ghazi Ghat during the period 1930 to 1939. Two
options were considered and the adopted alternative, provided for a retrogression of
4.7 ft at 10,000 cusecs, 2.5 ft at 200,000 cusecs and 1.3ft at 900,000 Cusecs.
The calculation model some how erred in assuming the river slope and rather
high water levels were made the basis of barrage design. The barrage therefore has
a rather in-built element of lowering of water levels on the downstream.
This is confirmed by the fact that water levels experienced during the
construction period (1954-1958) were observed to be substantially lower than even
designed minimum retrogressed levels.

6.2

Actual Performance

The retrogression phenomenon is generally experienced at all new barrages
in the early post commissioning period. However, after the bed configuration in the
upstream pond area stabilizes, the retrogression cycle is reversed (recovery cycle
starts) and the bed configuration on the downstream of the barrage reverts to
normal conditions with water levels generally close to pre barrage values.
At Taunsa Barrage, the conditions did not vary in the usual course. The
barrage was experiencing tail-water levels (TWLs) that were substantially lower
than even the minimum designed retrogressed levels, although 46 years had
elapsed since its commissioning. This problem attracted the attention of the barrage
staff in the Mid-sixties and their reports indicated a perpetually worsening
situation.
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Effects of Retrogression

The lowering of TWLs below the designed minimum levels causes reduction
in tail water depths. This naturally results in depths less than the conjugate depths
required for formation of a good hydraulic-jump at the proper place and level for
effective energy dissipation. The difference in actual and designed levels, results in
the formation of an unstable jump due to inadequate tail-water depth resulting in
inadequate energy dissipation. The un-dissipated energy and the negative pressure
in the trough, caused up-rooting of trapezoidal blocks and Reinforced Concrete (RC)
skin. The shifting of jump downstream also causes settlement of PCC blocks filter
area and lifting / washing away of the apron stone.
The lifting away of skin also exposed the lean mass concrete which had
profusely leaking joints that yielded fairly high discharge, and velocity enough to
dislodge and move fine particles from underneath the downstream floor resulting in
cavities and increase in residual pressures and potential threat to the stilling basin
floor of the Barrage.

6.4

Analysis of Available Data

To analyze the existing retrogression status, gauges and discharges observed
on the downstream were plotted on semi-log graph paper and minimum and
maximum level envelope lines drawn which allow for intra / extrapolation of levels
for discharges other than actually experienced. Such envelope curves / lines, for the
selected recent years appear in Annex-A, Sheet 4 to 7 of 12.
The minimum TWLs obtained from semi-log plots of downstream gauges
from 1954 to 2003 are listed at Annex-A sheet 9 of 12 wherein the levels for
discharges higher than those actually experienced are extrapolated values. A
comparison with the design minimum retrogressed levels is also exhibited by this
table. These levels have been presented at Annex-A sheet 10 of 12 and compared
with the designed tail water rating levels and designed minimum retrogressed
levels, which clearly indicate that, although a couple of recovery cycles had been
experienced, still the retrogression problem did exist in substantial magnitude. The
magnitude of retrogression for the year 2003 (most recent) levels is exhibited
Annex-A sheet 11 of 12.
The above discussions confirmed that the worst was not yet over at Taunsa
Barrage with reference to retrogression. The retrogression appeared to worsen with
high flood discharges and show recovery in the low flow years.

6.5

Reduction in Barrage Capacity

The minimum levels required for formation of stable hydraulic-jump appear
in Annex-A, Sheet 12 of 12 along with the designed assumption and latest minimum
TWLs for 2003 in Annex-A, Sheet 11 of 12. The Barrage capacity had reduced to
500,000 cusecs against the designed discharge of 1,000,000 cusecs (only 50 %). The
situation warranted immediate remedial measures to mitigate the retrogression
and ensure Barrage safety.
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REMEDIAL MEASURES

The remedial measures directed towards mitigating the effects of
retrogression mainly aimed at improving the TWLs. The following options were
considered:
i.
ii.

Remodeling the stilling basin by introduction of devices that could
raise the water levels required for improvement in energy dissipation.
Conversion of last row of deflection blocks into an end sill.

iii.

Adding a second stilling basin at the end of the present one.

iv.

A Subsidiary weir placed downstream of loose stone apron.

v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

A pair of spurs anchored one each to right and left bank to constrict
the water-way.
A breaching section.
A low Ogee-shape weir crest on piles.
A flexible weir constructed with stone gabions at the end of impervious
floor.

The relative merits of each of the above options are discussed below:-

i.

Remodeling of Stilling Basin

The stilling basin of Taunsa Barrage had inherent structural deficiencies like
the damages to skin concrete, which had virtually no bond with the low strength
base concrete.
The impact blocks and the deflector blocks were not properly anchored.
The remodeling of stilling basin would therefore have required major
changes, like strengthening of skin concrete, provision of additional energy
dissipation devices and consequently strengthening of the downstream stone apron
and even extending the floor and providing measures equivalent to enhancing depth
of the end sheet-pile. Even then this option had no efficacy for increasing the depth
in stilling basin (d2) with no effect on jump formation. This option was therefore
dropped.

ii.

Conversion of last row of deflector blocks into an end-sill / baffle wall

This option required provision of an end sill with a top elevation of 423.5 i.e.,
7.5 ft (423.5 minus 416) higher than the floor which could create a fall of 7.5 feet at
the end of the impervious floor necessitating another stilling basin and so goes out
of reckoning.

iii.

Adding a second stilling basin at the end of the existing one

This stilling basin if provided had to negotiate a fall of 10.5 ft (7.5 plus
retrogression allowance of 3 ft) with a stilling basin floor level of 412.0 with end
sheet pile bottom at 388 increasing uplift pressures under the existing floor
requiring thickening which would reduce the conjugate depth thus setting up a
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vicious circle. Construction of this alternative would also have been almost
impossible because excavation to a level well below the bottom of existing piles in
its close proximity was extremely risky and unacceptable leaving aside the
abnormally high cost involved. This proposal was, therefore, found unworkable and
thus ignored.

iv.

A Subsidiary Weir

A subsidiary weir was considered to be an ideal solution from maintenance
and operational point of view. There were two options for locating this structure:

v.

i.

Place the subsidiary weir within the downstream divide walls. This, on
surface appeared to be an attractive option, but had serious
repercussions. Working within the divide walls with a dry bed
excavated to a level of 408.0 could result in over turning of the divide
walls which have been designed for a much smaller head across. The
situation would have been similar to that for option (iii) above. Trying
to implement this option would have been simply suicidal. This option
was, therefore also discarded.

ii.

The sub weir was therefore proposed to be constructed at a distance of
±900 ft downstream of barrage gate line which is a sound and feasible
option.

A Pair of Spurs on the Downstream to Constrict the Water-way

This proposal formed a part of recommendations made in the late 1960s but
this could not serve the purpose because:
The heading up caused by the spurs could generate severe scour at the
spur-heads and also in the bed, thus causing damage to spur-heads
and the heading up could be soon lost due to bed scour and consequent
deepening of the channels, which would have further aggravated the
problem.
The maintenance cost of spurs was too high.
Contrary to the purpose we have, such Spurs were constructed at
Khanki Head Works for retrograding the accreted bed levels in late
1950s with little benefit.
This option was, therefore, excluded from further consideration.

vi.

A Breaching Section

The set up of infrastructure around Taunsa Barrage did not allow provision
of a breaching section due to resulting damages to the Canals, Highway, Rail Road
and oil & gas pipelines.

vii.

A Weir Crest on Piles

The construction of an RC ogee profile weir crest founded on piles and placed
at the end of the present stilling basin with a hump level of 424 could also be
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expected to provide the required protection as visualized through model tests in
Taunsa Barrage laboratory in 1967. However the construction could pose severe
problems which could be hardly negotiated without prohibitive and wasteful
expenditure.

viii. Serge Leliavsky’s Rock Weir
Serge Leliavsky suggests a rock filled gabion weir with profile walls and a
cistern for such conditions, but such intervention is only useful in flashy streams
like hill torrents. In Perennial Rivers like Indus a rock weir is an utter failure,
because it has to face high velocities of upto 40 ft/sec for most of the time
throughout the year resulting in serious damages to the trough area as the stones
and even gabions can be dislodged due to hydrodynamic action and negative
pressures. The persistent high velocities cause heavy scour at the end of the
structure and settlement of the downstream protection and also the crest,
ultimately leading to failure of the structure.
The Ogee shaped crest and the Rock Weir, both showed comparable
performance on the model, but the maintenance problems of rock weir and
construction environment required for the ogee shaped crest out-weighed their
utility.
The above analysis led to the conclusion that only a regular Subsidiary Weir
was the option of choice to be constructed at a suitable distance of about ±900 ft
downstream of the Barrage gate line, for mitigating the problem of retrogression of
levels..

8.

HYDRAULIC MODEL STUDIES

Hydraulic model studies are, extensively used to check, modify and improve
the analytical designs of hydraulic structures. Although model studies involve
additional costs, yet they have been found very useful to improve the designs.
Model studies of Taunsa Barrage were carried out in 2004-05 by IRI at
Lahore to verify the hydraulic design.
A sectional model of the existing Barrage on a geometrical scale of 1/50 &
1/60 was set up in a 40 inch wide glass flume to study the flow conditions. The
existing flow conditions indicated the formation of hydraulic jump on glacis slope
upto a discharge of 500,000 cusec only and beyond that, the flow intensities pushed
the hydraulic jump down the stilling basin.
The subsidiary weir designed by Consultants was tested on the model by
placing it at different locations and maintaining the TWLs to prescribed values.
As a result of experiments, the subsidiary weir with crest level at RL 424.0
placed at a distance of ±900 ft was recommended to cater for the inadequacy of tail
water depths below the Barrage and to maintain the hydraulic jump on glacis slope
of Barrage for the whole range of discharge upto the design discharge of 1,000,000
cusec. The details of experiments regarding sectional model of Taunsa Barrage were
presented by IRI in Report # 1172 dated June 2005. Conclusions of this report were:
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i.

From the results of second phase of experiments, it was observed that
the crest level of RL 423 for the subsidiary weir appears to be critical
and the weir becomes very sensitive to any amount of retrogression or
accretion downstream. It is therefore concluded that the crest level of
RL 424.0 for subsidiary weir placed at a distance of 925 ft from
Barrage gate line is quite optimum to cater for the inadequacy of tail
water depths below the Barrage and maintain the hydraulic jump at
glacis slope of the Barrage weir for the whole range of discharge upto
the design discharge of 1,000,000 cusecs.

ii.

It is also concluded that the replacement of impact and deflector blocks
by chute blocks is helpful in reducing the fluctuation in the channel
lower down.

iii.

It was also noticed that the end sill of the subsidiary weir caused
fluctuation at higher discharges beyond 600,000 cusec. It is therefore
advisable that the top levels of the end sill may be lowered by 2 ft and
its slope may be flattened to 2:1 to eliminate any turbulence in the
channel lower down.

iv.

The end sill at the downstream floor of the Barrage appears to be
superfluous. Rather, it produces turbulence in the flow lower down. It
may either be done away with or its level may be lowered to RL 419.5.
Table 5: Proposed TWLs by IRI against different discharges

Q
(cusec)

Min. Gauges
Assumed in
Design by IRIR

Designed Min.
Retrogressed
Levels

Existing
TWLs
(Average)

Proposed TWLs
for New Design
(allowing 3 ft
retrogression)

30,000

-

427.18

420.96

417.96

40,000

432.00

428.35

422.14

419.14

50,000

-

429.33

423.04

420.04

80,000

434.14

431.33

425.00

422.00

100,000

435.15

432.15

425.92

422.92

200,000

437.50

435.00

428.67

425.67

300,000

438.90

436.70

430.35

427.35

400,000

439.90

438.00

431.48

428.48

500,000

440.70

439.00

432.44

429.44

600,000

441.30

439.70

433.22

430.22

700,000

441.80

440.30

433.82

430.82

800,000

442.30

440.90

434.42

431.42

900,000

442.70

441.40

434.92

431.92

1,000,000

443.00

441.80

435.31

432.31
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IDENTIFICATION OF PROBLEMS AND PROPOSED REMEDIAL
MEASURES

As brought out in other sections, the problems and executed remedial
measures are tabulated below:Problems

Remedies

Retrogression of levels on the
downstream of barrage and
consequential issues

Construction of subsidiary weir at 925 ft
downstream of the barrage to raise the
TWL to safe values.

Repeated damages to stilling basin
appurtenances including Rupture of
skin concrete and leaking joints of the
mass concrete.

Grouting of mass concrete and cavities
beneath, removal of existing shattered
skin, 1 ft lean concrete under lay and
laying of 3 ft thick concrete overlay with
nominal reinforcement.

Sedimentation problems in DG Khan
canal

Construction of silt excluder in the
upstream right pocket and raising crest
of head regulator of DG Khan Canal.

Repeated subsidence of the backfill of
left and right flared out walls on the
downstream

Provision of a proper drainage system.

Choking of about 80% of pressure pipes
and malfunctioning of the remaining
20%.

Provision of Vibrating Wire Piezometers
in 10 bays of the Barrage and 7 rows in
the new subsidiary weir.

Problems of gates and hoists

Replacing the undersluices gates,
rehabilitation and strengthening of main
weir, & canal gates, replacing the
Barrage hoist system. Improvements
through amended design and automation
for better regulation of flows.

10.

DESIGN OF REMEDIAL MEASURES

Design of the remedial measures proposed above was carried out as per
established engineering principles. A brief description of design aspects for each
component follows:

10.1 Design Standards
The following table 6 exhibits the design standards adopted for design of
various features of the Project.
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Table 6: Design Standards for Various Design Features/Works
Sr #

Design Features

Theory / Standard Adopted

1

Frequency Analysis for Estimation
of the Peak Annual Discharge

Gumbel Extreme Value Type-I

2

Surface Flow Conditions –
Hydraulic jump analysis and
relevant floor thickness

Crump and Khosla methods

3

Subsurface Flow Analysis
Safety against Uplift Pressures
Seepage Analysis
Floor Thicknesses

Khosla’ s Theory
Khosla’ s Theory, & Lane’s weighted
creep Theory
Khosla’ s Theory

4

Stilling Basins
Type

USBR Engineering Monograph No. 25
Modified Type IV

5

Stone Aprons

Scour depths using Lacey’s Method
and the Blench Equation

6

Abutment & Flared out Walls

USBR Monograph No. 27

7

Earth Pressure for Stability
Analysis for walls and
embankments

Coulomb’s Theory

8

Structural Design

American Concrete Institute (ACI),
building code of 2000 or British
Standards (BS) where ACI Code does
not carry certain pertinent
information.

10.2 Design Discharge
Historical discharge data reveals that the original design discharge of
1,000,000 cusecs has never been experienced at Taunsa Barrage. Figure 11 depicts
annual discharge data from 1958 to 2003, the highest peak discharge recorded at
this site was 760,784 cusecs in 1958.
The frequency analysis showed values of 831,500 cusecs and 895,300 cusecs
for return periods of 100 & 200 years, respectively. The Barrages are usually
designed for discharge capacity of 100 years return period flow. In a meeting of the
Departmental Design Review Committee held on 31st March 2004, it was agreed
that the original designed capacity of 1,000,000 cusecs should be adopted for the
purpose of design of the subsidiary weir and its related works.
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Figure 11: Peak Annual Discharges of River Indus at Taunsa Barrage Site

10.3 Accretion / Retrogression
At Taunsa, the accretion/retrogression conditions have not occurred in
normal course. The Barrage was experiencing TWLs that were substantially lower
than even the minimum designed retrogressed levels, although 46 years had
already elapsed since its commissioning. A complete analysis of the present
retrogression status showed that downstream water levels had suffered a
retrogression of 4 to 7 ft. This lowering of TWL below the designed minimum levels
had resulted in unstable hydraulic jumps and inadequate energy dissipation. This
phenomenon caused up-rooting of (impact)/trapezoidal blocks and RC skin.
To address the above mentioned problems, eight options for remedial
measures were considered as already mentioned earlier in paragraph 7:
After a detailed analysis of the above mentioned eight (8) options, it was
concluded to construct a subsidiary weir, with a crest level of 424 ft, at a distance of
925 ft downstream of the existing Barrage gate line.
The design allows for an additional retrogression of 3 ft at a discharge of
1,000,000 cusecs. Likewise, the exit gradient of 1 in 6 has been based on soil
analysis for subsurface alluvium.

10.4 Final Design Data of Subsidiary Weir
Total length of weir between two abutments is 4,346 ft, which is the same as
that of Barrage. This length includes 4,281 ft overflow section, navigation lock, 2
fish ladders, and 3 divide walls. Hydraulic design of the subsidiary weir and its
navigation lock has been based on the tail water rating curve data depicted in Table
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7/Figure 12 Salient design features of the subsidiary weir are depicted in the
following Table 8.
Table 7: Permissible Discharge Intensities at Various TWL for
Navigation Lock in the Sub Weir
Tail Water level (ft)

Discharge Intensity (Cusecs/ft)

425.50

23.40

428.00

46.80

429.50

70.00

430.30

93.60

431.10

116.50

431.70

140.00

432.20

163.00

432.70

186.30

433.10

210.00

433.40

233.00

T A UNS A B A R R A G E (F OR S UB -WE IR & NA VIG A T ION L OC K )
G R AP H S H OWING MAX IMUM P E R MIS S IB L E INT E NS IT IE S F OR T WL
250

D is c harg e Intens ity-q (C us ec /ft)

233
200

210
186.3

150
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140
116.5
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93.6
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50

46.8
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Figure 12: Maximum permissible flow intensities for various TWLs
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Table 8: Salient as Built Features of Subsidiary Weir
Design Flood
Crest Level
Upstream HFL
Upstream Floor
Level
Navigation Lock
Upstream Stone
Apron
Upstream Block
Apron
Upstream Inverted
Filter
Upstream
Impervious Floor

1,000,000
cusecs
424.00 ft
441.54 ft
417.00 ft
1.0
67.0 ft long &
5.5 ft thick
28.0 ft long, 4.0
ft thick
1.0 ft thick (2
layers)
40.0 ft long & 2
ft thick

Upstream Glacis
14.0 ft long
Total length of Impervious Floor 233 ft
Left Upstream
152 ft Long
Flared out Wall
Counterfort Type:
(Retaining wall with
counter forts)
Right Upstream
152 ft Long
Flared out Wall
(Counterfort
Type: Retaining
wall)
Sheet Piles Bottom Levels:
Upstream end of
395 ft
upstream floor
At Toe of Glacis
379 ft

Weir Type
Weir Crest
downstream HFL
downstream Floor
Level
Two Fish Ladders
downstream Stone
Apron
downstream Block
Apron
downstream
Inverted Filter
downstream
Impervious Floor
downstream Glacis

Sharp Crested /
Glacis Type
6 ft wide
435.15 ft
408.00 ft
Each 11 ft wide
90.0 ft long & 6.0
ft thick
53.66 ft long, 4.0
ft thick
2.0 ft thick (4
layers)
125.0 ft long &
10.5 to 3.5 ft
thick
48.0 ft long

Left downstream
155 ft long
Flared out Wall
(Counterfort Type:
(Retaining wall with
counter forts)
Right downstream
155 ft long
Flared out Wall
(Counterfort
Type: Retaining
wall)

downstream end of
395 ft
upstream floor
downstream end of
379 ft
downstream floor
Divide Walls
Three, each 7 ft thick, separating the navigation lock, fish
ladders and the overflow weir section.
Vibrating Wire Type Forty nine piezometers installed in 7 rows
Piezometers
Stand pipe
One in each row of VW Piezometers for comparison and
Piezometers
calibration facility.
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A brief description of major components of the subsidiary weir, such as
navigation lock and fish ladder appears in the following:

10.5 Navigation Lock
A navigation lock with radial gates and stop logs on upstream side and a
service bridge has been provided within the subsidiary weir with following design
parameters:
Table 9: Design Parameters of Navigation Lock
Maximum permissible
river Discharge for lock
operation

400,000
cusecs

Minimum Operating
Discharge

20,000
cusecs

Location

Adjacent to the left abutment of the subsidiary
weir so that boats can easily negotiate as the
existing lock in main barrage is also on the same
side.

Type

Glacis Type

Crest Level

420.00 ft

Maximum upstream Water 441.25 ft
Level (HFL)

Minimum upstream
Water Level

424.00 ft

Maximum downstream
Water Level (existing
HFL)

435.00 ft

Maximum
downstream Water
Level HFL
(retrogressed)

432.15 ft

Upstream Water Level at
400,000 cusecs

433.80 ft

downstream Water
Level at 400,000
cusecs

431.32 ft

Upstream Floor Level

417.00 ft

downstream Floor
Level

408.00 ft

Width

22.0 ft

Length of lock
Chamber

122.5 ft

Upstream Gate

32 ft radius

downstream Gate

40 ft
radius

Originally the upstream gate resting on the crest was to be a mitre gate and
a radial gate at the end of the lock chamber. However in response to the
advice / suggestion of International Panel of Experts (PoE), the design of the
navigation bay was amended for perpetual flow and the upstream mitre gate
replaced with a radial gate.
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These gates will help to regulate supplies through the lock as needed for
keeping the vehicles (water crafts) approach channel clear for perpetual use,
keeping the downstream area clear of debries and will also improve working
of the left fish ladder.

10.6 Fish Ladders
Fish Ladders for the subsidiary weir have been designed keeping in view
design parameters of the existing fish ladders at Taunsa Barrage and the typical
hydraulic conditions created due to newly constructed subsidiary weir. Conformity
with the existing Barrage is necessary for proper fish movement. Two Fish-Ladders,
one each on the left and right side of the subsidiary weir have been provided. These
ladders are pool and notch type with 2 feet wide notches, staggered in the baffle
walls, which are inclined in plan at an angle of 60° in the upstream direction.
As the subsidiary weir is un-gated, the fish ladders have been designed for an
upstream water level of 424.0 ft which will increase for various discharges and for
the designed discharge, the upstream level rises to 441.25 ft. Similarly, downstream
water level has been adopted as RL 419 which is the existing TWL for a discharge of
20,000 cusecs.
table:

The design data for fish ladders in subsidiary weir is depicted in the following
Table 10: Design Parameters of Fish Ladders
Number

2

Location

Adjacent to left &
Right undersluices

Width

11 ft

Total Drop

20.00 ft

Pond Level

446.00 ft

Drop of each
Pool

1.00 ft

Total Length of
Ladder

262.00ft

Depth of
Pool

4.00 ft

Width of fish inlet

4 ft.

Width of fish
outlet

3 ft.

Angle of baffle walls

60°

Foot Bridge

5ft wide

10.7 Stone Aprons
Stone aprons on the upstream and downstream sides of the subsidiary weir
have been designed on the basis of probable scour depths for the design flood of
1,000,000 cusecs. For determining the maximum local scour, the traditional subcontinental methods covering mainly “the regime” approach have been used and
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results checked and compared with USBR method of zero bed transport by Blench
for checking the “non-scouring depth (or river bed equilibrium level)” for the
maximum flood discharge intensity. Larger of the scour depths resulting from
Lacey’s Method and the Blench Equation have been used for design purposes. The
stone size/weight has been determined by using USBR curve for velocity versus
stone size at the average velocity for the maximum design discharge intensity.
Density of the stone is taken at 165 lbs/cft. The length and thickness of the stone
apron have been determined on the basis of following conditions:
Apron will launch to a slope of close to 2H:1V depending upon the
characteristics of the river bed material.
Thickness of stone apron when launched should not be less than 3 ft.
The scour factor for aprons varies from 1.25 to 1.75 for the upstream
and 1.75 to 2.25 for the downstream aprons.
Application or other wise of flow concentration factor is decided on the
basis of specific conditions prevailing at site of work.

10.8 P.C.C. Block Apron and Inverted Filter
The upstream and downstream block aprons have been designed using
traditional irrigation practices and by studying performance of the existing weirs.
The length of aprons depends on the depth of scour and this has been calculated
using the Lacey’s formula, i.e.
R

=

0.9 x (q2/f)1/3

For calculation of the length of block aprons the scour factor of 1.25 for the
upstream apron and 1.5 for the downstream apron has been used. A flow
concentration factor of 20% has been applied keeping in view the specific site
conditions.
As a subsurface flow transition between the impervious floors and the stone
apron, an inverted filter has been provided. It consists of concrete blocks of 4ft x 4ft
x 4ft resting on four layer graded filter. Gravel/crushed stone filled joints between
the blocks release the residual pressure safely The filter is graded so as to permit
free movement of water but prevent the movement of sand. This filter bed of 4
layers of increasing porosity, from bottom to top, is weighed down by the 4ft x 4ft x
4ft heavy concrete blocks (for gradation, design of filter, reference may be made to
the project design report).

10.9 Abutments and Flared out Walls
Vertical-faced reinforced concrete abutments and the sloping-faced stone
pitched earthen guide banks are joined through a transitional arrangement of
flared out walls on each side. The upstream flared out walls are RC warped walls
changing from 1 in 2 slope of the river face of the guide banks to the vertical face of
the abutments. Similarly, the downstream RC flared out walls change from the
vertical face of the abutments to the 1 in 2 slope of the river face of the guide banks.
The abutments forming central sections have vertical face on the river side.
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Except for the left abutment which is a solid RC retaining wall, right
abutment and the flared out walls are reinforced concrete retaining walls with
counter forts. However, thickness of the left abutment is governed by the space
requirements for accommodating various protruding components of the adjacent
navigation lock. For both left and right abutments, the top level has been kept same
as of the guide banks along both upstream and downstream sides of the weir
section. The length of the vertical abutments is based on the length of the weir
itself, whereas length of the upstream and downstream flared out walls is tied up
with the top elevation of the guide banks, their side slopes towards the river, and
their angles of convergence and divergence on the upstream and downstream sides.
Provisions of USACE have been followed to fulfill the minimum steel
requirements in thick sections. USBR Monograph No. 27 was used for moments and
reactions for the design of vertical slabs between the counter forts. Stability
analysis was based on Coulomb’s Earth Pressure Theory and appropriate factor for
earthquake was also taken into account. According to the latest seismic map of
Pakistan, Taunsa Barrage lied in a very low tectonic activity zone and accordingly
an appropriate value of “g” for such conditions was used for design.

10.10 Guide Banks
The upstream guide banks of the subsidiary weir are tied to the downstream
guide banks of the existing Barrage. The shape in the plan and the cross section are
adopted as per practice followed in the recently completed similar structures. The
general geometry of the guide banks of the existing Barrage has been adopted for
the subsidiary weir as well. This of course, required some reshaping of the existing
downstream guide banks of the Barrage to meet the geometrical requirements of
linking the two works together.
The top width of the guide banks has been adopted as 30 ft to provide access
for maintenance vehicles and reserve stone stacks. Slope on the river side and
downstream nose of the guide banks is 2:1, and is protected by 1.5 ft thick hand
packed stone pitching laid on 6 inches layer of rock spawl and 6 inches graded filter
layer.

11. REHABILITATIONS OF THE EXISTING BARRAGE
11.1 Strengthening of Glacis and Floors
A detailed examination of downstream floors of the existing Barrage based on
Khosla Theory was conducted using excel spread sheet analysis, which revealed
that floor thickness is deficient by about 1 ft, both in the main weir and the
undersluice sections. The computed value of exit gradient was more than the safe
value required for the sub-strata existing at site. A comparison between the
required and the existing values of floor thicknesses and exit gradients is shown in
Table 11 below.
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Table 11: Comparison between the Required and the Existing Values
of floor thicknesses and exit gradients
Required

Originally
Provided/Existing

i. Upstream of Toe of glacis

10.44

9.50

ii. Downstream of Toe of glacis

8.54

8.00

iii. Downstream end of downstream Floor

5.39

5.50

i. Upstream of Toe

11.24

9.75

ii. Downstream of Toe

9.24

8.50

iii. Downstream end of dowsntream Floor

5.57

5.00

WEIR

6 to 7

4.50

UNDERSLUICES

6 to 7

4.40

Feature
A. Floor Thickness, ft
WEIR

UNDERSLUICES

B. FACTOR OF SAFETY AGAINST EXIT
GRADIENT

On the basis of analysis mentioned earlier, it was decided to fill the
cavities/hollows by controlled pressure grouting. As a structural stability measure,
1 ft damaged skin concrete and 1 ft thick underlying lean concrete on the
downstream floor was removed and replaced by 3 ft thick 4,000 psi concrete having
nominal temperature reinforcement. On the glacis, however, only the 1 ft skin
concrete was to be removed and replaced with the 4,000 psi concrete with nominal
temperature reinforcement. The shortfall of pile depths was considered to have been
mitigated by lower depths required after construction of the subsidiary weir due to
reduced head across and 7 ft deep water cushion over the floor in the stilling basin.

11.2 Existing Fish Ladders in the Main Barrage
Two fish ladders existed in the main barrage located on the left and right
sides of the right and left side divide walls, respectively. Performance of these fish
ladders had not been satisfactory owing to water levels lower than the entry ducts.
On review of design aspects of these ladders, it was found that assuming a floor
level of 438.0 in the first pool, water level would drop to 423.0 ft after 15 Nos drops
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of 1 ft each. The level of 423.0 was 5 ft higher than the desired level of 418.0 ft. A
drop of 5 ft was thus created downstream of the last pool, which no local fish could
negotiate. To rectify the above design deficiencies and to make these ladders fish
friendly, it was decided to proceed as follows:
Increase the number of pools from the existing 15 to 23 in order to cater for a
total drop of 23 ft from the raised floor level of 438.0 ft to the TWL.
To accommodate the above modification, the length of the fish ladders had to
be increased from existing 262 ft to 371 ft
Salient features of remodeled design appear in the following table:
Table 12: Amended Design Parameters of Fish Ladders in Main Barrage
Number
Width

2
11 ft

Location

Adjacent to left
& right
undersluices

Total Drop

23.00 ft

Pond Level

447.00 ft

Drop of each Pool

1.00 ft

Total Length of
Ladder

371.00ft

Depth with Pool

4.00 ft

Width of fish inlet

4 ft.

Width of fish
outlet

3 ft.

Angle of baffle walls

60°

Foot Bridge

5ft wide

11.3 Silt Excluder in Upstream Right Pocket
To address the chronic problem of excessive silt entry into D.G Khan canal,
some sort of effective intervention was essentially required to increase the discharge
capacity of the canal to its designed value. Due to excessive silt entry, the canal bed
silted by 6 to 7ft, thereby affecting its capacity adversely. It could not carry more
than about 7000 cusecs against the interim design capacity of 11,800 cusecs. Silt
level in the right pocket frequently rose to crest level of the DG Khan Canal head
regulator i.e. RL 433.0 ft and flushing of pocket had to be resorted to several times
in each flow season.
Actually only two bays (#65 and 64) were really necessary for serving D.G.
Khan Canal but to facilitate future extensions/additions for Kachhi canal head
regulator, Bay #63 was also provided with short tunnels. Each of these bays was
divided into 4 tunnels of rectangular cross-section. Salient features of the silt
excluder are given below:
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Table 13: Salient Design Data of Silt Excluder
No. of Tunnels

12, 4 in each of Bay 65, 64 & 63

Length of Tunnels

Immediately in front of DG Khan Canal Head
Regulator = 246.50ft Last one in Bay 63 = 24.50ft

Width of Tunnels

15 ft & 14.50ft for 2 outer & inner tunnels in Bay 63
& 64 and 13.75 & 13.5 ft for Tunnels in Bay 65.

Height of Tunnel

Height at Entrance = 11.50 ft
Height at Exit = 5.5 ft

Velocities at
different Gate
Openings

for pond level of 447 ft, At Entrance 1 to 11 ft/sec
and At Exit 20 to 22 ft/sec

Top level of Tunnels
Roof

432 ft

Floor level of
Tunnels at entry

419 ft

Thickness of Roof
Slab

1.5 ft

Thickness of Walls

2.0 ft

Discharging capacities of the various tunnels were calculated with due
allowance for head loss inside the tunnels. These losses were based on Articles 227
and 228, Pressure Flow in Outlet Conduits (Design of Small Dams, USBR 1987).
Hydraulic design computations based on the above criteria indicated the aggregate
discharge capacity of all the tunnels as 26,230 cfs and 22,500 cusecs for the Low
TWL of 425.0 ft and High TWL of 435.0 ft i.e. 185% and 158% respectively of the
ultimate canal capacity of 14,200 cusecs including allowance for the future
extension of Dajal Branch. Design capacity of the present D.G. Khan Canal is
11,600 cusecs, say 12,000 cusecs. Required escapages for maximum efficiency will,
however, be regulated by means of gates at the downstream end of the tunnels.
Structural design of silt excluder tunnels was based on design methods set
out in the applicable provisions of the ACI, or BS where ACI Code does not carry
certain pertinent information. All structural members were designed to withstand
loads expected to be imposed during life time of the structure. These loads include
the self weight of structure and the weight of water inside or on top of the structure,
imposed loads such as hydrostatic and the uplift pressures, foundation soil
pressures etc. The top slab of the tunnels was provided with 3” Φ holes in a regular
grid for pressure adjustment.
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11.4 Remodeling of the DG Khan Canal Head Regulator
Remodeling of DG Khan Canal constituted raising the Head Regulator crest
by 1.0 ft, replacement of sill beams, and reconstruction of the breast wall, with
simple design.

11.5 Rehabilitation of Gates of the Barrage and Head Regulators
Taunsa Barrage along with the canal regulators was originally equipped with
vertical lift stoney type gates which are operated manually through overhead wire
rope hoist arrangement. The gates and hoist equipment along with allied steel
structures and mechanical outfits were designed by M/s Brown & Roots, Inc.
Houston, Texas USA during 1954. In view of the gigantic work involved, a full fledged
mechanical workshop was set up at Bhalwal in collaboration with the said firm.
The rehabilitation design of gates and hoisting system was firstly based on
Pakistani standards but later on due to involvement of JICA, M & E works were
divided into two parts and also basis of design was changed to Japanse standards.
Identical design was adopted for JICA component and World Bank assisted M & E
works for sake of symmetry as two different design standards cannot be used in the
same Barrage.
For undersluice gates, it was decided to replace the existing bowstring steel
truss roller train gates with steel plate girder strengthened gates because truss
structure is heavier and also difficult from maintenance point of view (cleaning and
repainting) as large number of members are involved. Likewise, due to improved
steel plate manufacturing and welding technologies, it is easier and cheaper to
install a plate girder structure.

12.

FINAL DESIGN DATA FOR M & E WORKS

Design data of gate leaves, sill beams, guide frames and hoists is given in
following section. For design of gates, loads including self weight of gates,
hydrostatic pressure, buoyant force, operating force, seismic forces and wind
pressure have been considered.
Table 14: Design Data of Undersluice Gates
Parameters

Description

Gate Type

Steel plate girder roller gate (stoney types)

Number of Gates

11

Clear Span

60.00 ft

Normal Maximum Pond Level

447.00 ft

Sill Elevation

425.00 ft

Gate Height

23.00 ft (448-425)

Design Head Across

26.5
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Parameters

Description

Operating Head

24.00 ft (448-424)

Sealing System

Three edge with rubber seals.

Hoist Type

Electrically driven, 1 motor 2 drum type

Gate Operation

Local and Remote Control

Operation Speed

1.0 ft/min (electrical operation)

Lifting Height

32.00 ft (457.00-425.00)
Table 15: Design Data of Main Weir Gates

Parameters

13.

Description

Gate Type

Steel truss roller gate (Stoney type)

Number of Gates

53

Clear Span

60.0 ft

Normal Maximum Pond Level

447.0 ft

Sill Elevation

428.0 ft

Gate Height

20.0 ft (448.0-428.0)

Design Head Across

26.5 ft

Operating Head

24.0 ft (448.0-424.0)

Sealing System

Three edge with rubber seals at upstream

Hoist Type

Electrically driven, 1 motor 2 drum type

Gate Operation

Local and Remote Control

Operation Speed

1.0 ft/min (electrical operation)

Lifting Height

29.0 ft (457.0-428.0)

ALLOWABLE STRESS AND ALLOWABLE DEFLECTION

The Technical Standards for Steel Water Gates and Penstocks established by
Hydraulic Gate and Penstock Association of Japan has been used to determine
these values. The above standard provides that the allowable deflection is less than
1/800 of the gate span in case of gate with 20m to 30m of span; however 1/600 of
span is applied to the gates of Taunsa Barrage as the allowable deflection taking
into consideration the present gate span of 18m, that gives the gates almost
equivalent deflection and stress as well as water tightness based on the following
calculation, (25m/18m) x (1/800) = 1/576.
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INCREASING HEIGHT OF MAIN WEIR GATES
For this purpose following two methods were considered:
Adding one foot at the Bottom
Adding one foot at the Top
Addition of 1 ft at the bottom was selected for obvious reasons.

14.1 Rehabilitation of Superstructure Deck
Due to raising/shifting of the hoists, the upper deck structure had to be
improved to make it compatible with new conditions. Improvement works included
placement of hoist assembly system on top of the regulation deck for better
operability, maintainability and safety. Also under improvement works, the timber
boards of the regulation deck of the Barrage had to be replaced with steel grating.

14.2 Rehabilitation of Canal Head Regulator Gates
Following remedial measures to existing problems were incorporated in the
design process.
Problem

Cause

Remedial Measures

Guide
frame
becoming
uneven

The roller material is
equivalent to or harder
than the rail material.

Use of a harder material for the rail
than the material for the roller

Leakage
from the
bottom

The sill beams at the
bottom had become uneven

Renewal of the metal sill beams
Changing the watertight plate at the
bottom to watertight rubber to
improve the capacity to deal with
unevenness.

Leakage
from the
sides

Deformation of the gate
leaf due to unevenness of
the rollers
Problem with the
mechanism and structure
of the rocker assembly.

Improvement with the use of
appropriate guide frames and rollers.
Modification of the structure and
mechanism of rocker assembly and
replacement with the new modified
ones.

15.

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS

Sr #

Source of Funding

Amount (Rs. In million)

1

GOP

2

World Bank (Loan)

7,621.25

3

JICA (Grant in aid)

2,778.84

TOTAL

857.86

11,257.95
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PROJECT COST

Description
ICB-01 Cost (World Bank Financed)
ICB-01 Cost (World Bank Financed)
JICA Works Cost (Grant)
Other Charges (IDC, Duties, Taxes etc)
TOTAL COST
~10%

Amount (Rs. In Million)
4,709
1,557
2,927
2,039
11,232

Financing ratio for World Bank assisted portion World Bank ~90% and GOP

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS RESULTS (APPROVED PC-1)
Benefit Cost Ratio

= 1.14:1 at 12% discount rate

Financial Internal Rate of Return (FIRR)

= 15.19

18.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS RESULTS (APPROVED PC-1)

Economic analysis as contained in the approved PC-1 gave the following
conclusion:
1.

EIRR (Base Data

30.37%

2.

EIRR with 10% cost over run

22.40%

3.

EIRR with 10% reduction in benefits

21.68%

4.

EIRR with both 10% cost over run and 10% reduction in benefits 15.99%

5.

Benefit cost ration at 12% discount rate

1.34:1

The above figures establish that the opportunity cost of investment on this
project is very healthy.

19.

PEER REVIEWS (OVERALL)

In addition to the studies under taken by special committees, research by
Taunsa Barrage controlling staff and model studies up to design stage, the project
planning and design also passed through the following peer reviews by:
i. Departmental Design Review Committee
ii. Specialist Advisory Group
iii. In House Peers
iv. Independent International Panel of Experts (POE-1)
v. World Bank’s Technical Experts (Engr. William T Smith, Barrage
Specialist and Engr. Alessandro Palmieri, Dam Specialist)
Considering the above, the Taunsa Barrage project is one of the most
rigorously reviewed large international projects in the country which has been
planned, designed and executed in time by purely Pakistani Engineers.
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Sheet 4 of 12

TAUNSA BARRAGE
ENVELOPE FOR TAIL WATER LEVEL
YEAR 1981

443
442
441
Designed Retrogressed

440
439
438
437
436
435

Downstream Gauge (R.L.)

434
433
432
431
430
429
428
427
426
425

Maxim um Envelope

424
423

Minim um Envelope

422
421
420
419
418
417
416
415
10000

100000

Dow nstream Discharge (cusec)

1000000
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Sheet 5 of 12

TAUNSA BARRAGE
ENVELOPE FOR TAIL WATER LEVEL
YEAR 1990
443
442
441
440

Designed Retrogressed

439
438
437
436
435

Downstream Gauge (R.L.)

434
433
432
431
430
429
428
427
426

Maxim um Envelope

425
424
423

Minim um Envelope

422
421
420
419
418
417
416
415
10000

100000

Dow nstream Discharge (cusec)

1000000
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Sheet 6 of 12

TAUNSA BARRAGE
ENVELOPE FOR TAIL WATER LEVEL
YEAR 2001
443
442
441
440

Designed Retrogressed

439
438
437
436
435

Downstream Gauge (R.L.)

434
433
432
431
430
429
428
427
426

Maxim um Envelope

425
424

Minim um Envelope

423
422
421
420
419
418
417
416
415
10000

100000

Dow nstream Discharge (cusec)

1000000
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Sheet 7 of 12

TAUNSA BARRAGE
ENVELOPE FOR TAIL WATER LEVEL
YEAR 2002
443
442
441
440

Designed Retrogressed

439
438
437
436
435

Downstream Gauge (R.L.)

434
433
432
431
430
429
428
427
426

Maxim um Envelope

425
424

Minim um Envelope

423
422
421
420
419
418
417
416
415
10000

100000

Dow nstream Discharge (cusec)

1000000
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Sheet 8 of 12
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Sheet 9 of 12
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Sheet 10 of 12
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Sheet 11 of 12
STATEMENT SHOWING THE MAGNITUDE OF RETROGRESSION
FOR 2003 TAIL WATER LEVELS

Sr.
No.

Discharge
Cusecs

Designed Tail
Water Level
Rating (IRI)

Designed
Minimum
Retrogressed
Levels

Actual Water
Levels from
Minimum
Envelope
for 2003

Actual
Retrogression
(ft)
(3 - 5)

Retrogression
Provided in
Design (ft)
(3 - 4)

Difference
(ft)
(6 - 7)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

40,000

432.00

428.35

422.35

9.65

3.65

6.00

2

80,000

434.14

431.33

424.70

9.44

2.81

6.63

3

100,000

435.15

432.15

425.50

9.65

3.00

6.65

4

200,000

437.50

435.00

428.00

9.50

2.50

7.00

5

300,000

438.90

436.70

429.30

9.60

2.20

7.40

6

400,000

439.90

438.00

430.30

9.60

1.90

7.70

7

500,000

440.70

439.00

431.10

9.60

1.70

7.90

8

600,000

441.30

439.70

431.70

9.60

1.60

8.00

9

700,000

441.80

440.30

432.25

9.55

1.50

8.05

10

800,000

442.30

440.90

432.70

9.60

1.40

8.20

11

900,000

442.70

441.40

433.15

9.55

1.30

8.25

12

1,000,000

443.00

441.80

433.40

9.60

1.20

8.40

Remarks
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Sheet 12 of 12
PUNJAB BARRAGES REHABILITATION PROJECT
SECITONAL MODEL OF TAUNSA BARRAGES (1/50)
Limits of TWL for Hydraulic Jump at Glacis
Crest Level = 428.0

Sr. #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Discharge Min. TWL for Corresponding Max. TWL Corresponding
Intensities q
Jump
Upstream Water for Jump
Upstream
Remarks
(Cs)
Formation
Levels
Formation
Water Level
26.0
423.5
447.0
434.0
447.0 Gated Flow
52.0
427.0
447.0
436.0
447.0 Gated Flow
78.0
429.0
447.0
437.5
447.0 Gated Flow
104.0
430.7
447.0
438.5
447.0 Gated Flow
129.0
432.5
447.0
439.0
447.0 Gated Flow
155.0
434.2
447.0
440.5
447.0 Gated Flow
181.0
435.5
447.0
441.5
447.0 Gated Flow
207.0
437.0
447.0
442.2
447.0 Gated Flow
233.0
438.0
445.0
443.2
445.0 Gated Flow
260.0
439.0
446.0
444.0
446.0 Gated Flow
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